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Abstract

Background It is well known that concurrent increases in

both maximal strength and aerobic capacity are associated

with improvements in sports performance as well as overall

health. One of the most popular training methods used for

achieving these objectives is resistance circuit-based

training.

Objective The objective of the present systematic review

with a meta-analysis was to evaluate published studies that

have investigated the effects of resistance circuit-based

training on maximum oxygen uptake and one-repetition

maximum of the upper-body strength (bench press exer-

cise) in healthy adults.

Methods The following electronic databases were searched

from January to June 2016: PubMed, Web of Science and

Cochrane. Studies were included if they met the following

criteria: (1) examined healthy adults aged between 18 and

65 years; (2) met the characteristics of resistance circuit-

based training; and (3) analysed the outcome variables of

maximum oxygen uptake using a gas analyser and/or one-

repetition maximum bench press.

Results Of the 100 articles found from the database search

and after all duplicates were removed, eight articles were

analysed for maximum oxygen uptake. Of 118 healthy

adults who performed resistance circuit-based training,

maximum oxygen uptake was evaluated before and after

the training programme. Additionally, from the 308 articles

found for one-repetition maximum, eight articles were

analysed. The bench press one-repetition maximum load,

of 237 healthy adults who performed resistance circuit-

based training, was evaluated before and after the training

programme. Significant increases in maximum oxygen

uptake and one-repetition maximum bench press were

observed following resistance circuit-based training.

Additionally, significant differences in maximum oxygen

uptake and one-repetition maximum bench press were

found between the resistance circuit-based training and

control groups.

Conclusions The meta-analysis showed that resistance

circuit-based training, independent of the protocol used in

the studies, is effective in increasing maximum oxygen

uptake and one-repetition maximum bench press in healthy

adults. However, its effect appears to be larger depending

on the population and training characteristics. For large

effects in maximum oxygen uptake, the programme should

include *14–30 sessions for *6–12 weeks, with each

session lasting at least *20–30 min, at intensities

between *60 and 90% one-repetition maximum. For large

effects in one-repetition maximum bench press, the data

indicate that intensity should be *30–60% one-repetition

maximum, with sessions lasting at least *22.5–60 min.

However, the lower participant’s baseline fitness level may

explain the lighter optimal loads used in the circuit training

studies where greater strength gains were reported.
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Key Points

Resistance circuit-based training is an effective

training method for the concurrent development of

maximum oxygen consumption (VO2max) and one-

repetition maximum (1-RM) bench press in healthy

adults, independent of participant and load

characteristics of the included studies. However, a

proper manipulation of the variables that determine

the training load could intensify VO2max or 1-RM

adaptations.

Regarding VO2max, the effect of this training

protocol is significantly greater (large or very large

effect size) at an intensity[60% 1-RM (*60–90%

1-RM), for B12 weeks (*6–12 weeks), with\30

sessions (*14–30 sessions), and with sessions

lasting\30 min (*20–30 min).

For 1-RM bench press improvements, the effect of

resistance circuit-based training was significantly

larger in non-overweight subjects (body mass

index B25 kg/m2), sedentary individuals, at an

intensity\60% 1-RM (*30–60% 1-RM), and with

work sessions lasting\60 min (*22.5–60 min).

However, while this finding suggests that lower

loads produce greater gains in lesser trained

individuals, the optimal intensity for trained

individuals is likely higher.

1 Introduction

Improvements in sports performance in most team sports

are determined by a high demand of aerobic/anaerobic

metabolism [1–3], maximal strength [4, 5], mechanical

power [6, 7], speed and agility [8, 9]. Thus, success or

failure in these sports is largely dependent on the optimal

training plan used for developing these abilities, which are

often trained simultaneously (i.e. concurrent training).

Furthermore, different physical activity guidelines pub-

lished by internationally renowned associations [10–13],

and from different review articles, have shown that

increases in maximal strength, along with cardiovascular

fitness, provide overall health benefits for the general

public [14], the elderly [15, 16], as well as for the treatment

and quality-of-life improvements in people with different

pathologies [17–20].

One of the common measures of cardiovascular per-

formance is maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max), which is

defined as the largest volume of oxygen that an organism

can capture, use and transport during intense exercise [21].

Maximum oxygen uptake is generally used as the ‘gold

standard’ when evaluating aerobic performance and is

considered to be a physiological determinant of an indi-

vidual’s functional capacity, which has a fundamental role

in endurance sports [22]. Likewise, the one-repetition

maximum (1-RM) is the best variable used to evaluate

maximal dynamic strength. The 1-RM is defined as the

greatest load that one can mobilise during the concentric

phase of a movement in a single contraction [23], and

indicates the maximal voluntary force of the muscle or

muscle group being exerted.

Since the 1970s, there has been a search for a single type

of concurrent training that improves both maximal strength

and aerobic endurance while using a reduced session

duration for its application in competitive sports, as well as

in the area of health [24]. To date, the most traditionally

used concurrent training method is resistance circuit-based

training (RCT). In its early employment, RCT comprised

single sets of several different exercises completed in

succession, with little rest between exercises. The exercises

were generally performed at low intensity (40–60% of

1-RM), with a high number of repetitions (12–15), and

more often, using a set length of time (e.g. 30 s) with a

very short rest period between exercises (1:1). The pur-

ported benefit of this form of training was that it produced

improvements in strength, muscular endurance and aerobic

conditioning in one workout [25, 26]. Presently, and

together with the new training trends (e.g. CrossFitTM and

others), there have been some slight modifications of the

earliest method of RCT, such as using high loads ([60%

1-RM) and a corresponding lower number of repetitions

(\12), to additionally promote neuromuscular adaptations

[27, 28].

One of the acute responses of RCT is that the heart

rate is typically higher than during most other resistance

training programmes because of the short rest periods

between exercises [29, 30]. In addition, RCT has been

shown to elicit a high oxygen uptake (45% of subjects’

VO2max) [26], greater excess post-exercise oxygen con-

sumption during the first 30 min of recovery compared

with a treadmill exercise that matches aerobic energy

expenditure [31] and relatively higher lactate levels (16-

fold higher after RCT vs. walking at the same VO2) [30].

From a long-term point of view, Gettman et al. [32]

concluded that programmes of running combined with

circuit weight training or circuit weight training alone

were very effective and equal in the improvements

observed for VO2max and maximum oxygen pulse,

strength and body composition. Similarly, Petersen et al.

[33] have shown that VO2max, maximal stroke volume

and cardiac output of previously trained subjects were
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increased by 8% with RCT. Furthermore, Alcaraz et al.

[27] showed that RCT increases maximal strength in

resistance-trained men comparable to that produced using

traditional resistance training. However, other authors do

not show significant improvements in VO2max

[30, 34, 35], and maximal strength [36] using RCT in

healthy adults.

One possible explanation for these contradictory find-

ings could be that, during concurrent training, the muscle

is repeatedly subjected to divergent contractile stimuli.

Therefore, this ‘‘interference effect’’ [37, 38] alters the

specificity of the adaptive response to such an extent that

gains in hypertrophy, strength and power are typically

attenuated when compared with traditional resistance

training [39] alone. However, although it is likely that

RCT can improve cardiovascular conditioning and maxi-

mal strength, some studies recommend this type of

training in people with lower basal levels of fitness,

concluding that the aerobic effects are much less pro-

nounced in those who are more fit [36]. For example,

Kraemer et al. [40] concluded that in aerobically fit

individuals, using an intense resistance programme (which

also included two RCT sessions/week for 3 months) did

not improve VO2max. Similarly, some studies have shown

that improvements in maximal strength following RCT

are more potent in previously untrained people [41].

Therefore, it is hypothesised that RCT may be a good

introductory form of training for developing both VO2máx

and 1-RM, but the adaptations in trained participants

could be low or non-existent.

The controversial findings in the literature regarding

RCT may also be the result of the numerous variables that

must be manipulated in the training protocol (e.g. number

of repetitions, sets, recovery and load intensity). There-

fore, establishing an adequate dose of training and the

specific effects that it produces is not possible. Conse-

quently, it is difficult to clearly determine the efficacy of

this type of concurrent training on VO2max and the upper

body 1-RM of healthy adults. Although this modality of

training has been, and is still being used by trained

individuals and for improving overall health, to our

knowledge, no reviews (narrative, systematic or meta-

analysis) have tried to elucidate the adequate dose of a

RCT protocol for improving VO2max and the upper body

1-RM of healthy adults. Only Gettman and Pollock [26]

critically reviewed past knowledge on RCT and compared

results of studies using various types of strength devel-

opment equipment and protocols of training. Thus, the

first objective of the present systematic review with a

meta-analysis was to assess the effect of RCT on VO2max

and upper body 1-RM bench press. A second aim was to

determine which training characteristics produced the

greatest adaptations of the variables studied.

2 Methods

2.1 Study Design

The methodological process was based on the recommen-

dations indicated by the Preferred Reporting Items for

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses declaration [42].

The eligibility criteria were established by the authors. For

the meta-analysis, only experimental/quasi-experimental

research that studied resistance circuit-based training (cir-

cuit training, circuit weight training, circuit strength

training and circuit resistance training) was considered. No

restrictions for the search date were applied. However,

articles that were not in the English language and previ-

ously published reviews or meta-analyses were excluded.

Two different authors (J.A.R.A. and F.A.M.M.) performed

the search independently, and the results of the search for

the two authors were identical.

2.2 Search Profile

Between January and June of 2016, a database search for

scientific articles related to resistance circuit-based training

and its effects on VO2max and 1-RM bench press was

performed. The databases for gathering the articles were

PubMed, Web of Science and Cochrane.

The following combination of descriptors was used:

‘circuit training’ OR ‘circuit weight training’ OR ‘circuit

strength training’ OR ‘circuit resistance training’. The

Boolean operator ‘AND’ was used to combine these

descriptors with: ‘VO2’ OR ‘oxygen consumption’ OR

‘oxygen’ OR ‘strength’ OR ‘resistance’. The flow diagrams

for the entire search process for both variables are shown in

Fig. 1.

2.3 Selection Criteria

Research studies were excluded if they: (1) evaluated a

sample population with pathologies or one that was not

between 18 and 65 years of age; (2) were published in a

language other than English; (3) were reviews or articles

providing recommendations or position statements on how

to conduct RCT; (4) did not evaluate regimens character-

istic of RCT (i.e. successive sets of different exercises,

little rest time, appropriate equipment); (5) did not specify

the test used, such as VO2max or maximal strength; (6)

examined a combination of different training protocols

simultaneously, including RCT; (7) did not provide or

specify numerical data; and (8) examined the acute effects

of RCT.

Specific inclusion criteria for VO2max were as follows:

(1) VO2max had to be assessed through a sub-maximum or
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maximum test with gas exchange in an ergometer; and (2)

the values from the test had to be expressed as mL/kg/min.

The specific inclusion criteria for upper body maximal

strength were: (1) the use of the 1-RM test; and (2) per-

formed with a bench press.

2.4 Evaluation of the Methodology of the Studies

Selected

The methodological quality of the selected studies was

assessed based on the modified PEDro scale [43] com-

prising the following parameters: (1) the eligibility criteria

were specified; (2) the participants were randomly assigned

to the groups (in a crossover study, the participants were

randomly assigned to treatment groups); (3) the assignment

was hidden; (4) the groups were similar at the start of the

study in relation to the most important prognostic indica-

tors; (5) all the participants were blinded; (6) there was

blinding of all the therapists that administered the therapy;

(7) there was blinding of the evaluators that measured at

least one key result; (8) measurements of key results were

obtained from more than 85% of the participants that were

initially assigned to the groups; (9) all the participants

whose results were available received treatment or were

part of the control group according to which they were

assigned, or when this was not the case, the data for at least

one key result were analysed by ‘intention-to-treat’; (10)

the results of the statistical comparisons between groups

were reported for at least one key result; and (11) the study

provided both specific and variability measurements for at

least one key result.

2.5 Statistical Analysis

The meta-analysis and the statistical analysis were con-

ducted using the Review Manager software (RevMan 5.2;

Cochrane Collaboration, Oxford, UK). In each study, the

effect size (ES) of the intervention was calculated as the

difference between before and after the intervention for

VO2max (mL/kg/min) and 1-RM (kg). The ES of RCT was

also calculated as the difference before and after the

intervention between the participants who performed RCT

and the control group.

Each difference of the means was weighed according to

the inverse variance method [44]. The characteristics of the

population and the training programmes from each of the

studies were taken into account (Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4). The

differences between the means were standardised by

dividing them by their corresponding standard deviations.

The standardised mean differences (SMD), and their con-

fidence intervals (CI), from each assay were grouped

through the use of a fixed-effects model [45].

The heterogeneity between the studies was evaluated

through I2 statistics. A scale of magnitude was
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Fig. 1 Search process flow diagrams for: (a) maximum oxygen

uptake (VO2max) and (b) one-repetition maximum (1-RM) bench

press. Criteria: (1) evaluated a sample population with pathologies or

one that was not between 18 and 65 years of age, (2) were published

in a language other than English, (3) were reviews or articles

providing recommendations or position statements on how to conduct

resistance circuit-based training (RCT), (4) did not evaluate regimens

characteristic of RCT (i.e. successive sets of different exercises, little

rest time, appropriate equipment), (5) did not specify the test used,

such as VO2max or maximal strength, (6) examined a combination of

different training protocols simultaneously, including RCT, (7) did

not provide or specify numerical data, and (8) examined the acute

effects of RCT
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implemented for the interpretation of heterogeneity of the

results, where\25% was assessed as a low magnitude,

50% was medium magnitude and[75% was high magni-

tude [46]. The analysis between the subgroups in relation to

the population characteristics and the training performed

was conducted through dichotomous or continuous vari-

ables that could have an influence on the improved results

after RCT. In most cases, the median was used as the cut-

off value of the variables studied, allowing for pair-wise

comparison. However, in specific cases, the cut-off was

established in an arbitrary way. The changes in those fac-

tors that could potentially be influential were expressed and

analysed as values prior to the intervention minus the

values found after the intervention. Publication bias was

evaluated through an asymmetry test as estimated from a

funnel plot. A p value of less than 0.05 was considered to

be statistically significant. The ES was calculated using

Cohen’s guidelines: ES ¼ Mpre�Mpost

SDpre
ð1� 3

4n�5
Þ for related

samples and ES =
ðMg1�Mg2Þ
SDpool

for independent samples,

where M is the mean, Mpre is the mean before the exercise

programme, Mpost is the mean after the exercise pro-

gramme, Mg1 is the mean of the first group after the

exercise programme, Mg2 is the mean of second group after

the exercise programme, and SDpool = -

, where SD is the standard deviation and n is the sample

size. Threshold values for ES were[0.2 (small),[0.6

(moderate),[1.2 (large) and[2.0 (very large) [47].

Table 1 Main characteristics of included studies in the maximum oxygen uptake meta-analysis

Study, year TC C (n) CT (n) M (%) F (%) Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Fitness level

Chtara et al. [50] RCT 9 9 100 – 21.4 ± 1.3 22.7 Active

Gettman et al. [51] RCT 14 11 100 – 29 26.4 Trained

Gettman et al. [32] RCT_M 14 14 53.2 46.8 35.9 26.8

24.5

Active

RCT_F 12 12

Haennel et al. [52] HCT_H

HCT_L

8 8 100 – 42.2 ± 2.1 26.1 Active

8

Kaikkonen et al. [53] RCT 27 27 – – 42.5 ± 7 26.9 ± 3.2 Sedentary

Messier and Dill [54] RCT – 12 100 – – – Active

Murray et al. [55] RCT – 9 100 – 28 ± 1.2 – Active

Petersen et al. 1989 [33] HVC 8 8 100 – 21.6 ± 0.7 24.3 Trained

Data are mean, mean ± standard deviation

BMI body mass index, C control group, CT circuit-based training, F female, H high, HCT hydraulic circuit training, HVC high-velocity circuit

training, L low, M male, RCT resistance circuit-based training, TC type of circuit

Table 2 Main characteristics of included studies in the one repetition-maximum bench press meta-analysis

Study, year TC C (n) CT (n) M (%) F (%) Age (years) BMI (kg/m2) Fitness level

Alcaraz et al. [27] HRC 7 15 100 – 22.7 ± 3.3 24.3 Trained

Camargo et al. [56] RCT 7 7 100 – 29 ± 3.0 27.3 ± 2.0 Sedentary

Dorgo et al. [57] MRT

RCT

– 53 54.8 45.2 25.6 ± 6.0 25.5 Active

31 25.5 ± 5.2 26.1

Esquivel and Welsch [58] RCT_1

RCT_2

– 15 100 – 22 ± 1.8

21 ± 1.8

27.9 ± 7.0

26.2 ± 4.4

Active

20

Gettman et al. [32] RCT_M

RCT_F

14

12

14 53.2

–

46.8

50

35.9 26.8

24.5

Active

12

Mate-Muñoz et al. [59] RCT 12 10 100 – 21.8 ± 1.1

21.5 ± 3.0

22.6

24

Active

UCT 12

Rahmani-Nia et al. [60] RCT 20 20 100 – 22.5 ± 1.1 22.7 Active

Wilmore et al. [36] RCT_M

RCT_F

10

11

16 57.1 42.9 – 23.6 Sedentary

12

Data are mean, mean ± standard deviation

BMI body mass index, C control group, CT circuit-based training, F female, HRC high-intensity resistance circuit training,M male, MRT manual

resistance training, RCT resistance circuit-based training, TC type of circuit, UCT unstable circuit training
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3 Results

The initial search, which was based on the effect of

resistance circuit-based training on VO2max, identified 372

articles from the databases and two articles from other

sources (reference lists of articles identified by the search).

After excluding duplicate articles, eight articles that met

the criteria were left, and these were selected for the meta-

analysis (Fig. 1a). A second search, which focused on the

effect of resistance circuit-based training on maximal

strength, identified 686 articles from the databases. After

removing the duplicates, eight articles met the inclusion

Table 3 Characteristics of the resistance circuit-based training (RCT) protocols of studies included in the maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max)

meta-analysis

Study, year TC Intensity

(%1-

RM)

Frequency

(week-1)

Session

length

(min)

Duration

(weeks)

No. of

sessions

No. of

exercises

No. of repetitions

or time (s) per

exercise

No. of

rounds

DVO2max

(%)

Chtara et al. [50] RCT Low 2 30 12 24 6 30–40 4 5.8

Gettman et al. [51] RCT 50 3 23–30 20 60 10 15 2 3.5

Gettman et al. [32] RCT_M 30–40 3 – 12 36 10 12–15 3 11.9

13.4RCT_F

Haennel et al. [52] HCT_H

HCT_L

*60

*50

3 27 9 27 9 – – 10.1

11.1

Kaikkonen et al.

[53]

RCT 20 3 30 12 36 10 40 3 10.4

Messier and Dill

[54]

RCT 67–80/

\65

3 20.3 10 30 12 8–12

15–20

– 13.6

Murray et al. [55] RCT 80–93 2 35 7 14 12 – – 3.8

Petersen et al. [33] HCT – 3.5 – 6 21 10 20 2–3 7.8

Data are mean, range or n

F female, HCT hydraulic circuit training, M male, TC type of circuit, 1-RM one repetition-maximum

Table 4 Characteristics of the resistance circuit-based training (RCT) protocols of studies included in the one repetition-maximum (1-RM)

bench press meta-analysis

Study, year TC Intensity

(%1-RM)

Frequency

(week-1)

Session

length

(min)

Duration

(weeks)

No. of

sessions

No. of

exercises

No. of repetitions or

time (s) per exercise

No.

of

sets

D
1-RM

(%)

Alcaraz et al.

[27]

HRC 85–90 3 55–78 8 24 6 6 3–6 21

Camargo et al.

[56]

RCT 60 3 35 12 36 – 15 3 13.2

Dorgo et al.

[57]

MRT

RCT

67–80 3 60 14 42 6–9 8–12 2–4 7.3

9.8

Esquivel and

Wellsch [58]

RCT 60–80 3 60 5 15 17 8–12 1

3

22.4

Gettman et al.

[32]

RCT_M

RCT_F

30–40 3 – 12 36 10 12–15 3 13.6

20

Mate-Muñoz

et al. [59]

RCT High (10

RPE)

3 45–65 7 21 8 15 3 4.4

4.7UCT

Rahmani-Nia

et al. [60]

RCT 45–60 3 – 8 24 6 12–15 3 14

Wilmore et al.

[36]

RCT_M

RCT_F

40–55 3 22.5 10 30 10 30 3 83

20.2

Data are mean, range or n

F female, HRC high-intensity resistance circuit training, M male, MRT manual resistance training, RPE rate of perceived exertion, TC type of

circuit, UCT unstable circuit training, D indicates change
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criteria and were used for the meta-analysis (Fig. 1b). The

quality (internal validity) of the articles was analysed

through the use of the PEDro scale [43, 48, 49], and the

overall average score was moderate (4.9 for VO2max, and

6.6 for 1-RM out of 11 possible points).

3.1 Maximum Oxygen Uptake

The effect of RCT on VO2max was measured in 118 par-

ticipants. No bias was presented in the set of publications

that were included in the study. The results of the overall

effects on VO2max before and after the RCT programme

showed significant improvement between pre- and post-test

variables (ES: 1.53; p\ 0.0001; SMD = 1.10, 95% CI

0.81–1.39), with an average heterogeneity of I2 = 72%

(Fig. 2a) [32, 33, 50–55]. Additionally, there were signif-

icant improvements in participants belonging to the RCT

group compared with the control group (ES: 1.48;

p\ 0.0001; SMD = 0.83, 95% CI 0.52–1.14), with an

average heterogeneity of I2 = 65% (Fig. 2b)

[32, 33, 50–53].

Table 1 shows the participant characteristics of the

articles included in the meta-analysis for VO2max

[32, 33, 50–55], the characteristics of the RCT used and the

specific test used for measuring VO2max in each study.

There were significant differences in potential moderating

factors regarding VO2max (p\ 0.05) in all subgroups

(Table 5; Fig. 2a, b).

When comparing the characteristics of each subgroup

(Table 5), significant differences were not found when the

participants were divided as a function of their age, body

mass index (BMI), sex and fitness level. When the exercise

characteristics were analysed, the results showed that there

were significant differences among participants as a func-

tion of the total duration (weeks) of the training pro-

grammes. There were greater changes in participants who

performed the training programme for B12 weeks as

compared with those who trained for[ 12 weeks

(ES: B12 weeks: 2.34 [33, 52, 54, 55];[12 weeks: 0.71

[32, 50, 51, 53]; p = 0.005). Additionally, there were

statistically significant differences found in the number of

total training sessions (ES:\30 sessions = 1.75

[51, 52, 54]; C30 sessions = 1.30 [32, 53, 54];

p\ 0.0001). Along the same lines, the total duration of the

sessions was also an influencing factor. Sessions lasting

for\30 min (ES: 1.85) [51, 52, 54] were associated with

significantly greater improvements in VO2max (p = 0.03)

compared with sessions lasting for C30 min (ES: 0.71)

[50, 53, 55]. Last, statistically significant differences were

also observed among participants who performed RCT at

Fig. 2 Total effects of resistance circuit-based training (RCT) on maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) [mL/kg/min]: a pre- vs. post-training; and

b control group vs. RCT. CI confidence interval, F female, H high; IV inverse variance, L low, M male, SD standard deviation, Std standardised
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low intensity (\60% 1-RM; ES: 0.90) [32, 50–53] com-

pared with those who trained at a higher intensity (C60%

1-RM; ES: 2.08; p = 0.004) [52, 54, 55] (Fig. 3b).

3.2 One-Repetition Maximum Bench Press

The effects of RCT on 1-RM bench press were analysed for

a total of 237 participants, without any type of bias found

for this variable among the published studies. The results of

the overall effects on 1-RM bench press before and after

RCT showed significant differences (ES: 0.92; p\ 0.0001;

SMD = 0.58, 95% CI 0.39–0.77) [27, 32, 36, 56–60], with

an average heterogeneity of I2 = 76% (Fig. 4a). Likewise,

there were significant improvements in participants who

performed RCT compared with the control groups, with

high heterogeneity (ES: 1.15; p\ 0.0001; SMD = 0.94,

95% CI 0.64–1.24; I2 = 81%) (Fig. 4b)

[27, 32, 36, 56, 59, 60].

Table 2 shows the subject characteristics of the articles

included in the meta-analysis for the bench press exercise

[32, 36, 56–60], while the characteristics of the types of

RCT and the test used for assessing maximal strength using

the bench press exercise from each study are described in

Table 4. There were significant differences in the

Table 5 Subgroup analyses assessing potential moderating factors of maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) in studies included in the meta-

analysis

Group Circuit training

groups (n)

Studies VO2max

ES SMD (95% CI) I2 p Value PDifference

Population characteristics

Age, years [range 21.1–42.5]

[35.7 5 M [32]; F [32]; H [52]; L [52]; [53] 1.78 -1.22 [-1.64, -0.81] 67 \0.0001 0.1

B35.7 4 [33, 50, 51, 55] 0.71 -0.72 [-1.15, -0.30] 0 \0.0009

BMI, kg/m2 [range 22.7–26.9]

[25 5 M [32]; [51]; H [52]; L [52]; [53] 1.37 -0.91 [-1.28, -0.55] 54 \0.0001 0.45

B25 3 F [32]; [33, 50] 1.74 -1.18 [-1.76, -0.60] 73 \0.0001

Sex

M 8 M [32]; [33, 50, 51]; H [52]; L [52]; [54, 55] 1.7 -1.27 [-1.64, -0.90] 77 \0.0001 0.29

F 1 F [32] 0.97 -1.06 [-1.93, -0.20] – 0.02

Mixed 1 [53] 0.7 -0.74 [-1.29, -0.19] – 0.009

Fitness level

Sedentary 1 [53] 0.7 -0.74 [-1.31, -0.17] – 0.01 0.21

Active 7 M [32]; F [32]; [50]; H [52]; L [52]; [54, 55] 1.52 -1.33 [-1.71, -0.94] 70 \0.0001

Trained 2 [33, 51] 1.95 -0.91 [-1.66, -0.17] – 0.02

Exercise characteristics

Number of sessions [range 14–60]

C30 5 M [32]; F [32]; [51, 53, 54] 1.3 -0.94 [-1.29, -0.59] 80 \0.0001 \0.0001

\30 5 [33, 50]; H [52]; L [52]; [55] 1.75 -1.45 [-1.96, -0.81] 60 \0.0001

Duration, weeks [range 6–20]

C12 5 M [32]; F [32]; [50, 51, 53] 0.71 -0.74 [-1.08, -0.40] 0 \0.0001 0.005

\12 5 [33]; H [52]; L [52]; [54, 55] 2.34 -2.38 [-3.47, -1.29] 71 \0.0001

RCT frequency, days/week [range 2 vs. 3.5]

2 2 [50, 55] 0.72 -0.78 [-1.47, -0.09] 0 \0.0001 0.31

3 8 M [32]; F [32]; [33, 51]; H [52]; L [52]; [53, 54] 1.73 -1.17 [-1.49, -0.85] 78 \0.0001

Session length, min [range 20.3–35]

C30 3 [50, 53, 55] 0.71 -0.76 [-1.19, -0.33] 0 \0.0001 0.03

\30 4 [51]; H [52], L [52]; [54] 1.85 -1.54 [-2.11, -0.97] 86 \0.0001

Methodological quality, points [range 3–7]

[5 5 M [32]; F [32]; [50, 53] 1.02 -0.92 [-1.28, -0.57] 0 \0.0001 0.08

B5 6 [33, 51]; H [52]; L [52]; [54, 55] 2.03 -1.47 [-1.97, -0.96] 85 \0.0001

Some studies were not included because they did not report the value used for the subgroup analysis

BMI body mass index, CI confidence interval, ES effect size, F female, H high, I2 heterogeneity, L low, M male, PDifference test for subgroup

differences, p Value test for overall effect, SMD standardised mean difference
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population characteristics between the subgroups (Table 6;

Fig. 5). Specifically, there were statistically significant

differences when the participants were divided as a func-

tion of their BMI: BMI B 25 vs. BMI[ 25 kg/m2 (ES:

BMI B 25 = 1.46 [27, 36, 59, 60]; BMI[ 25 = 0.45

[32, 56–58]; p = 0.0001). Likewise, there were differences

in the improvements obtained after RCT when the physical

activity level and sex of the participants was taken into

consideration (ES: sedentary = 1.92 [36, 56]; healthy

active = 0.58 [32, 57–60]; healthy trained = 0.99 [27];

p = 0.0008) [ES: men = 0.78 [32, 36, 55, 61, 63–65];

women = 2.32 [36, 55]; and mixed = 0.16 [62];

p = 0.002). When the training factors were analysed,

greater changes were found in the workout ses-

sions\ 60 min compared with those who exer-

cised C 60 min (ES:\ 60 min = 1.27 [36, 56, 59]; C

60 min = 0.41 [27, 57, 58]; p = 0.01). Last, there were

statistically significant differences in the different training

Fig. 3 Differences in maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max) [mL/kg/

min] improvement after a training programme as a function of a the

number of exercises per session and b the intensity. CI confidence

interval, F female, H high, IV inverse variance, L low, M male, SD

standard deviation, Std standardised
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intensities (ES: C 60% 1-RM = 0.56 [27, 56–58];\ 60%

1-RM = 1.75; p = 0.001 [32, 36, 60]) (Fig. 5b). With

regard to the methodological quality of the studies, there

were no significant differences between those with a score

of C6 or higher [27, 32, 56, 60] or\ 6 [36, 57–59] on the

PEDro scale.

4 Discussion

The main objectives of this meta-analysis were to assess

the effects of RCT on VO2max and 1-RM bench press in

healthy adults, as well as to analyse which training char-

acteristics had a greater effect. The principal finding was

that RCT had an overall significant and large effect on

VO2max (average of *9.7%), demonstrating that this

training modality increases VO2max, independent of the

protocol used in the studies. Additionally, the meta-anal-

ysis showed that RCT had an overall significant and large

effect on 1-RM bench press (average of *13.2%). How-

ever, its effect appears to be influenced by population and

training characteristics.

4.1 Maximum Oxygen Uptake

As mentioned, RCT is an effective training method for the

development of VO2max in healthy adults, independent of

their age, sex, BMI or level of training. It should be noted

that for the results of the time effect of RCT on VO2max,

there were significant differences in all the groups anal-

ysed. The same can be said when comparing the studies

that included experimental vs. control groups

[32, 33, 50–53]. Despite the fact that some studies found

that strength training was an inadequate means of

increasing VO2max [30, 36], probably owing to the training

protocols used (the study by Hurley et al. [30], for example,

was not included in the analysis because it did not meet the

inclusion criteria with regard to study protocols), the pre-

sent meta-analysis clearly shows that resistance circuit-

based training can improve aerobic capacity.

Bassett and Howley [21] described how a normal range

of VO2max observed in sedentary and trained men and

women of the same age is owing mainly to a variation in

maximal stroke volume. Some investigations have shown

that VO2max, maximal stroke volume and cardiac output

Fig. 4 Total effects of resistance circuit-based training (RCT) on

one-repetition maximum (1-RM) bench press (kg): a pre- vs. post-

training; and b control group vs. RCT. CI confidence interval,

F female, H high, IV inverse variance, L low, M male, MRT manual

resistance training, SD standard deviation, Std standardised, UCT

unstable circuit training
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of previously trained subjects increased by 8% with RCT

[33]. Similarly, Haennel et al. [52] concluded that the

main responses of the cardiovascular system to RCT

included a significant increase in VO2max, together with a

maximal stroke volume and maximal cardiac output.

However, analysis of the RCT programmes showed that

some of the changes observed in VO2max may be

explained to some extent by body composition, as well. It

should be noted that lean body mass is highly correlated

with VO2max [61], and other RCT studies have shown an

increase in lean mass [32, 51, 55]. Therefore, expressing

VO2max relative to lean mass as opposed to total body

mass could provide a clearer interpretation of the results

[26].

Table 6 Subgroup analyses assessing potential moderating factors of one repetition maximum bench press in studies included in the meta-

analysis

Group Circuit

training

group (n)

Studies Increase in kg

ES SMD

(95% CI)

I2 p Value PDifference

Population characteristics

Age, years [range 21–35.9]

C22.7 6 [27]; M [32]; F [32]; [56]; MRT [57]; RCT [57] 0.71 -0.69 [-1.00, 0.39] 65 \0.0001 0.05

\22.7 5 RCT_1 [58]; RCT_2 [58]; RCT [59]; UCT [59]; [60] 0.49 -0.30 [-0.56, -0.04] 0 0.02

BMI, kg/m2 [range 22.6–27.9]

B25 6 [27]; M [36]; F [36]; RCT [59]; UCT [59]; [60] 1.46 -1.20 [-1.55, -0.85] 83 \0.0001 0.0001

[25 7 M [32]; F [32]; [56]; MRT [57]; RCT [57]; RCT_1

[58]; RCT_2 [58]

0.45 -0.31 [-0.54, -0.09] 0 0.007

Sex

M 9 [27]; M [32]; M [36]; [56]; RCT_1 [58]; RCT_2 [58];

RCT [59]; UCT [59]; [60]

0.78 -0.77 [-1.03, -0.51] 54 \0.0001 0.002

F 2 F [32]; F [36] 2.32 -1.52 [-2.25, -0.78] 94 \0.0001

Mixed 2 MRT [57]; RCT [57] 0.16 -0.16 [-0.46, 0.14] 0 0.3

Fitness level

Sedentary 3 F [36]; M [36]; [56] 1.92 -1.58 [-2.17, -0.99] 88 \0.0001 0.0008

Active 9 M [32]; F [32]; MRT [57]; RCT [57]; RCT_1 [58];

RCT_2 [58]; RCT [59]; UCT [59]; [60]

0.58 -0.42 [-0.63, -0.22] 59 \0.0001

Trained 1 [27] 0.99 -0.97 [-1.73, -0.21] – 0.01

Exercise characteristics

Number of sessions [range 15–42]

C30 7 M [32]; F [32]; M [36]; F [36]; [56]; MRT [57]; RCT

[57]

0.64 -0.50 [-0.75, -0.26] 83 \0.0001 0.34

\30 6 [27]; RCT_1 [58]; RCT_2 [58]; RCT [59]; UCT [59];

[60]

0.71 -0.69 [-1.00, -0.39] 65 \0.0001

Duration, weeks [range 5–14]

C10 7 M [32]; F [32]; M [36]; F [36]; [56]; MRT [57]; RCT

[57]

0.64 -0.50 [-0.75, -0.26] 83 \0.0001 0.34

\10 6 [27]; RCT_1 [58]; RCT_2 [58]; RCT [59]; UCT [59];

[60]

0.71 -0.69 [-1.00, -0.39] 65 \0.0001

Session length, min [range 22.5–78]

C60 5 [27]; MRT [57]; RCT [57]; RCT_1 [58]; RCT_2 [58] 0.41 -0.29 [-0.53, -0.05] 0 0.02 0.01

\60 5 [56]; RCT [59]; UCT [59]; M [36]; F [36] 1.27 -0.89 [-1.29, -0.49] 85 \0.0001

PEDro scale, points [range 4–9]

C6 5 [27]; M [32]; F [32]; [56]; [60] 0.71 -1.04 [-1.40, -0.67] 45 \0.0001 0.004

\6 8 M [36]; F [36]; MRT [57]; RCT [57]; RCT_1 [58];

RCT_2 [58]; RCT [59]; UCT [59]

0.53 -0.41 [-0.63, -0.19] 80 \0.0001

Some studies were not included because they did not report the value used for subgroup analysis

BMI body mass index, CI confidence interval, ES effect size, F female, I2 heterogeneity, M male, MRT manual resistance training, PDifference test

for subgroup differences, p Value test for overall effect, RCT resistance circuit-based training, SMD standardised median difference, UCT

unstable circuit training
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Interestingly, no significant differences were observed

when age was taken into account. In addition, no signifi-

cant differences were found when considering sex as a

potential factor, as only two studies included women: one

included only women [32] and the other both sexes [53].

The few studies that have included women are insufficient

to make a significant comparison, as there were eight

training groups that included only men

[32, 33, 50–52, 54, 55]. Furthermore, there were no

changes observed with regard to the different levels of

physical activity. There was only one group of sedentary

participants [53], two groups of trained participants

[33, 51] and seven groups of healthy active participants

[32, 50, 52, 54, 55], making it difficult to make an adequate

comparison.

Importantly, this meta-analysis shows that RCT increa-

ses VO2max but also shows that careful manipulation of the

variables that determine training load could further

Fig. 5 Differences in one-repetition maximum (1-RM) bench press

(kg) improvement after a training programme as a function of (a) the
number of exercises per session and (b) the intensity. CI confidence

interval, F female, H high, IV inverse variance, L low, M male, MRT

manual resistance training, RCT resistance circuit-based training,

UCT unstable circuit training, SD standard deviation, Std standardised
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intensify VO2max adaptations. However, there was a large

heterogeneity between the RCT protocols performed

among the articles included in this meta-analysis that

examined VO2max. For example, the intensity levels

expressed as a percentage of 1-RM varied from 20 to 93%.

The duration of the different protocols ranged from 6 to

20 weeks of training, with a weekly frequency of 2–3.5

sessions. The total number of sessions fluctuated between

14 and 60, and the session duration varied between 20.3

and 35 min, consisting of a total of 6–12 exercises per

sessions, 12–15 repetitions or 20–40 s of work per station,

and two circuit sets.

Taking this into account, the greatest changes in VO2max

were observed when examining the training protocol

characteristics. Significant differences in session duration

were observed (30 min or longer [50, 53, 55] vs. less than

30 min [51, 52, 54]). Groups that had a shorter session

duration experienced a two-fold greater improvement in

VO2max than groups that had a longer session duration.

However, this result should be interpreted with caution, as

only one study had sessions that lasted longer than 30 min,

reaching 35 min per session [55]. Furthermore, there was

only one study that was moderately shorter than 30 min per

session, stopping at 20.3 min [54]. The remaining studies

had a homogeneous range of 26.5–30 min per session

[50–53]. Likewise, when taking into account the total

number of weeks (and their corresponding total number of

sessions), there was up to a three-fold greater effect (very

large vs. medium ES) in groups with protocols

of\12 weeks’ duration [33, 52, 54, 55] compared with

those C12 weeks [32, 50, 51, 53].

These findings are in agreement with previous studies

that have reported that the optimal duration for improve-

ments in VO2max with RCT is 10–12 weeks [30, 37, 50].

One possible cause could be that vascular adaptations may

not occur until there is evidence of a change in muscle

mass [58]. Nonetheless, it should be noted that only one

study assessed 20 weeks of training [51], while the rest

ranged from 6 to 12 weeks. Thus, these differences should

also be interpreted with caution because the 12-week point

may not be a key duration that was determined after

examination of the improvement-training duration rela-

tionship, but rather was chosen simply to compare studies.

Additionally, weekly training frequency (3 days

[32, 33, 51–54] vs. 2 days [50, 55]) was associated with a

similar pattern of improvements as observed with the total

number of weeks of training. However, only three out of

the ten groups studied had a frequency that was not 3 days,

but 2 [50, 55] and 3.5 [33] weekly sessions.

Regarding the training intensity and the number of sets

performed, there was a two-fold greater effect (very large vs.

mediumES)with a high-intensity [52, 54, 55] comparedwith

a low-intensity circuit training [32, 50–53]. Specifically, it

should be mentioned that the studies that included high-in-

tensity training ranged between 67 and 93% 1-RM; there-

fore, the optimal intensity was difficult to establish, although

an intensity progression starting at 60% of 1-RM and fin-

ishing at 90% of 1-RMmay be more ideal. This training plan

may be explained by the suggestion by some authors [51]

who have indicated that any change inVO2max resulting from

RCT may be the result of increases in lean body mass. It

should be noted that these intensities (70–90% of 1-RM) are

the optimal for increases in muscle mass. Another reason for

the observed greater improvements associated with high-

intensity RCT is that it allowed individuals to work closer to

their VO2max, resulting in a significant increase in VO2 at the

second ventilatory threshold [50].

4.2 One-Repetition Maximum Bench Press

There was an overall significant and large pre-post effect of

resistance circuit-based training on the upper-body maximal

strength measured via 1-RM bench press, as well as between

experimental and control groups [27, 32, 36, 56, 59, 60]. One

of the main reasons for these improvements was the increase

in lean body mass in the majority of the selected studies

[27, 32, 36, 56]. These studies showed that lean body mass

increased significantly (from *0.6 to *1.9 kg). In future

reviews, it could be interesting to analyse the effects of RCT

on body composition.

After evaluating the studies that examined 1-RM bench

press, diverse resistance circuit-based training protocols

that provoked significant changes in maximal strength were

found. Studies used a range of intensities for training based

on the percentage of 1-RM (from 30 to 90%). The duration

of the different protocols varied between 5 and 14 weeks of

training, with a weekly frequency of three sessions. The

total number of sessions differed between 15 and 42, and

the session duration ranged from 22.5 to 78 min. A total of

6–17 exercises per session with 6–15 repetitions or 30 s of

work per station, completing two to six sets in the circuit,

were observed. Based on the meta-analysis, changes in

bench press values were in some cases determined by the

participant’s characteristics. For example, RCT had a

greater effect on participants with a lower (B 25 kg/m2)

BMI [27, 36, 59, 60] (ES = 1.46) than those who had a

higher BMI (ES = 0.45) [32, 56–58] (large vs. small ES).

It seems that recreationally trained, healthy adult men with

low-strength levels have lower BMI when compared with

their high-strength levels counterpart [62]. Therefore, the

adaptations could be higher in these participants. Addi-

tionally, sex and fitness level were observed to have an

overall effect on 1-RM bench press. This means that RCT

could be more beneficial for women and sedentary partic-

ipants in the development of maximal strength, while men

and trained participants probably need a higher training
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intensity to increase the 1-RM bench press [36]. In fact, the

strength level prior to training was typically low in those

studies that used lower loads to elicit significant increases

in strength, whereas the initial strength level of participants

tended to be higher in studies where higher loads were used

[27, 58]. Either way, the interpretation of these results

should be made cautiously, as there is a lack of consistency

between subgroups with regard to the number of studies

and the observed high heterogeneity values.

In relation to the fitness level, there were significant

differences between previously sedentary participants

compared with those who were previously active or

strength trained prior to circuit-based training. There was a

three-fold greater effect (large vs. small ES) in sedentary

individuals compared with active individuals, and a two-

fold greater effect (large vs. moderate ES) vs. previously

trained participants following RCT. This conclusion is

contrary to that of Gettman et al. [51], who examined

individual improvements in strength for each training

group and found that those subjects who had a lower

strength initially improved as much as those who had

higher strength on the bench press test. However, in our

study, it should be noted that there was only one group that

consisted of individuals with strength-training experience

[27], while there were three sedentary groups [36, 56] and

nine active groups [32, 57–60].

Interestingly, there appear to be certain training char-

acteristics that are responsible for maximal strength

development in the bench press. There was a significant

three-fold greater effect (large vs. small ES) in groups

using low-intensity [32, 36, 60] compared with high-in-

tensity [27, 56–58] training protocols. However, because of

the lack of homogeneity between the low-intensity groups

used for establishing the comparison, this finding should be

treated with caution. As mentioned above, the observed

differences could be owing to the different methodology

used and the different populations included in the studies.

Similarly, there was a significant three-fold greater effect

(large vs. small ES) in studies with training sessions that

lasted\60 min [36, 56, 59] compared with C 60 min

[27, 57, 58]. However, this finding should also be taken

with caution because of the lack of homogeneity among the

groups that improved the most. As for the other training

characteristics, such as the total number of sessions (\30

[27, 58–60] and C30 [32, 36, 56, 57]) and the number of

training weeks (\10 [27, 58–60] and C10 [32, 36, 56, 57]),

no significant differences were found between groups

(moderate ES in both cases). In this regard, only one study

in the analysis used a greater number of sessions, up to 42,

which also coincided with being the only study that went

beyond 12 weeks of training [57]. It is apparent that RCT,

even in sessions lasting 22.5–60 min for 6–12 weeks,

provokes large adaptations; however, there is insufficient

evidence to support that longer training sessions/periods

provide an additional benefit.

4.3 Limitations and Future Research

A limitation of this systematic review with a meta-analysis

is that we included studies in which only bench press

strength was examined. Therefore, to achieve a more

comprehensive picture, future studies should include lower

body exercises (particularly as smaller muscle/upper body

strength may vary more between sexes and other popula-

tions than larger muscle/lower body strength). Although

there is evidence, which supports the existence of an

endurance training interference effect on resistance train-

ing-induced muscle hypertrophy and strength, the mecha-

nisms that induce this effect have not been clarified. The

various signalling pathways involved in endurance- and

resistance/strength-based adaptations are numerous and

have been reviewed in detail elsewhere [63, 64]. Impor-

tantly, the specificity of the molecular training responses

with divergent exercise modes and the time course over

which these events occur provide the essential context in

which concurrent training adaptation and performance

outcomes should be evaluated [65]. Accordingly, future

studies should identify the mechanisms related to the

improvements in VO2max (i.e. cardiovascular, metabolic

and molecular adaptations) and 1-RM bench press (i.e.

neuromuscular and structural adaptations) after RCT.

Additionally, to provide a more complete review and

broader picture for clinicians, systematic reviews with

meta-analysis that compare RCT with strength training

only and/or aerobic training only are necessary. Without

these comparisons, it is not possible to truly determine the

effect of RCT.

5 Conclusions

This systematic review with a meta-analysis concludes that

resistance circuit-based training can greatly increase VO2-

max (average of *9.7%) and 1-RM bench press (average

of *13.2%) in healthy adults, independent of the protocol

used in the studies. Based on the characteristics of the

population and noting that there were no significant dif-

ferences between groups, greater effects on VO2max were

observed after RCT in recreationally active men. Regard-

ing the 1-RM bench press, greater significant effects on

maximal strength of the upper limbs were also observed

after RCT in women, in sedentary individuals, and those

with a BMI B 25 kg/m2.

Although there is continuous debate regarding the

effects produced by RCT, the present article presents key

information concerning the specific characteristics of
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training that could produce benefits in sedentary healthy

populations, as well as active and/or trained populations.

Thus, for greater effects on VO2max, the RCT programme

should have a total volume of *14–30 training sessions

(total range: 14–60 sessions), a duration of *6–12 weeks

(total range 6–20 weeks), a weekly frequency of 2–3 days/

week, an intensity that progresses from *60 to 90% 1-RM

(total range 20–93% 1-RM), and last between * 20 and

30 min (total range 20–35 min) per session.

However, for greater effects on 1-RM bench press, the

RCT should be composed of * 30 training sessions (total

range: 15–42 sessions), have a duration of *10 weeks

(total range: 5–14 weeks), a weekly frequency of 3 days/

week, an intensity progressing from *30 to 60% 1-RM

(total range: 30–90% 1-RM), and sessions lasting at

least * 22.5–60 min (total range 22.5–78 min). However,

with respect to the latter recommendation, while the data

indicate that 1-RM bench press increases more when

lighter intensities (\60% 1-RM) are used, this finding can

be explained by the differences in participants’ baseline

fitness level [being lower in those who participated in

lighter load circuit training studies, but higher (*60–90%

1-RM) in the two studies with resistance-trained partici-

pants in which the highest percentage gains of 1-RM bench

press were observed]. Therefore, more evidence about the

optimal intensity is needed in relation to use of RCT to

improve 1-RM bench press in trained individuals.
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